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Index map showing locations of field trip stops (stars) 

1. Athinios port  2&3 Nea and Palaea Kameni 4. Thirasia Island 

5. Northern caldera dyke 
swarm 

6. Fira harbour  7. Akrotiri excavations 

8. Red beach cinder cone 9. Metaxa mine  10. Theros beach- Vlychada- 
SAF 

11.Pyrgos and Profitis Ilias 
monastery  

12. Prehistoric Museum of 
Fira 

13. Megalo Vouno, Mikros 
Pr. Ilias, Kolumbo fault zone, 
dykes 
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1. Athinios Port  

1A. Basement Lithologies 
Athinios Port is located at the southern part of the caldera wall (inside the caldera ring) roughly 

between Fira (capital) and Akrotiri village (excavations). It is built on the basement metamorphic 

massif, which is part of the prevolcanic island that formed close to the nowadays center of 

Santorini Island, from the late Mesozoic to the early Cenozoic during the Alpine orogeny. The 

metamorphic lithologies represented by low-grade phyllites (metapelites and schists) are found 

along the caldera wall at Athinios port but also at the Profitis Ilias and Mesa Vouno mountains.  

The metamorphic pathway (P-T path) is characteristic of the metamorphic facies of typical 
subduction and exhumation processes influenced by (1) an Eocene high pressure blueschist 
phase followed by (2) an Oligocene-Miocene greenschist to amphibolite facies overprint 
(Barrovian metamorphic event, a sequence of regional metamorphic mineral reactions that form 
typical mineral assemblages), which was also associated with a granitic intrusion (mostly about 
20 - 9 Ma). The latter, which is part of the Cycladic Granitic Province, is the source of various ore 
minerals and it is observed at this spot (Skarpelis and Liati 1990). 

 

Fig. 1: Location of basement lithologies at Athinios port (Photo: A. Gudmundsson 2014).  
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1B. Caldera view over Athinios port - Explosive cycles 

The history of the Santorini volcanic field is composed of six distinct stages (Druitt et al. 1999, 

2019). Among these, the younger eruptive history from ~ 360 ka ago is characterised by two 

explosive cycles (Fig. 2), which volumetrically play the most significant role in the stratigraphy of 

the island. These contain twelve major explosive eruptions (Thira pyroclastics), a large number 

of minor (interplinian) explosive eruptions, cinder cones and tuff rings, and at least three large 

lava shields (Druitt and Francaviglia 1992; Druitt et al. 1999; Vespa et al. 2006). The first eruptive 

phase (360 - 172 ka) is mainly distributed in the southern Thera cliffs while the second eruptive 

phase (172 – 3.6 ka) is totally defining Thirasia and Aspronisi (Fig. 3) and parts of the northern 

and central (Fira towards the south) caldera wall of Thira (Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 2: The two explosive cycles of Santorini volcano, with the most recent 

dates and estimated eruption ages (Satow et al. 2021), which, for some 

eruptions, differ slightly from those published in Druitt et al. (1999) (See 

text). C= caldera collapse; CTP = Cape Tripiti Pumice. 
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Fig. 3 Geological sketch map of Santorini (after Druitt et al. 1999). 

 

Fig. 4: Panoramic view at Athinios port showing the pyroclastic successions of the two major explosive 

cycles, with some of the major eruptions highlighted (Photo: A. Gudmundsson, 2014). The caldera walls 

are ~400m tall and continue below sea level up to 390m deep. 

 

E 
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1C. Caldera collapse events 

The volcanic evolution in Santorini is permeated by (at least) 4 caldera collapse events that took 

place during the two eruptive cycles. 

Each cycle began with mafic to 

intermediate volcanism and terminated 

by silicic eruptions accompanied by 

caldera collapse. The remnants of the 

latter are observed in the caldera cliffs, 

defined usually by unconformities and 

underlying palaeosol layers (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5: Geomorphological map of the caldera 

wall, modified after Druitt and Francaviglia 

(1992), showing the generations of cliff 

surfaces. The stars indicate the field stops. 

 

 

Caldera 1 (~ 172 ka): The caldera scarp is 

located south of Fira and defined by a 150 

m unconformity, which affected the 

deposits of the Lower Pumice 2 eruption 

(e.g. Druitt et al. 1999; Gertisser et al. 

2009; Simmons et al. 2017) and is covered by pyroclastic deposits of the second explosive cycle.  

Caldera 2 (~ 70 ka): The caldera is located north of Fira and is formed by the Middle tuff 

eruption series and covered (filled) by the Skaros lavas (< 67 ka). 

Caldera 3 (22 ka): Caldera 3 is located at the present-day caldera wall at northern Thira and in 

Fira harbour (Minoan pumice layer - 140 m elevation). 

Caldera 4 (3.6 ka): Caldera 4 is located mainly north of the Kameni line. At Athinios port, it is 

defined by the collapse of Minoan eruption tuffs, which exhumed the northwest cliff and shore 

of the pre-volcanic basement. 

 

2&3. Nea Kameni & Palaea Kameni 

Eruption History 

A possible third eruptive cycle of intracaldera volcanism initiated at 197 BC and formed the 

present-day islands of Palaea and Nea Kameni. The magmatic vents of both islands lie within a 

NE-SW volcano-tectonic line (Kameni line) which controls magma ascent of the region and was 
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reactivated (seismic epicenters) during the last volcanic unrest period (2011-2012). The evolution 

of the Kameni islands is characterised by nine subaerial eruptions that discharged dacitic flows 

and formed domes, channels and levees, blocky lavas, ash plumes (vulcanian eruptions) and 

ballistic ejecta (Pyle and Elliott 2006; Drymoni et al. 2014). Bathymetric imagery data have 

revealed submarine lava flows (pillow lavas) defining the actual morphology that comprises a 

total volume of products of 4.85±0.7 km3 (Nomikou et al. 2012, 2016, 2019; Watts et al. 2015; 

Hooft et al. 2017) (Fig 6-8, Table 1). 

          

Fig. 6: (A) Geological map of the Kameni islands (Druitt et al. 1999), (B) onshore and offshore extrusion 

events (Nomikou et al. 2014). 

 

Fig. 7: Bathymetric imagery of the Kameni showing identified historic lava flow outlines, DRE volume is 

4.85 km3 (Nomikou et al. 2014). 

 
 
 

A B 
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Table 1: Eruption historic records by previous authors (Fytikas et al. 1990; Druitt et al. 1999). 

Eruption Details 

197 BC Formation of Iera pyroclastic cone 

46-47 AD Extrusive activity and formation of Palaea Kameni 

726 AD Explosive activity on the northern part of Palaea Kameni 

1570-3 NE vent migration – Mikra Kameni formation 

1707-11 Effusive/explosive eruptions formed the NW part of Nea Kameni 

1866-70 Effusive activity dominated the southern part of Nea Kameni 

1925-28 NW explosive activity that united Nea with Mikri Kameni  

1939-41 Phreatic eruptions - flows, domes of Ktenas, Fouque, Smith-Reck, Niki 

1950 Extrusion of Liatsikas lavas  
 

 

Fig. 8: The nine eruptions that formed the Kameni islands (www.santorivolcano.gr) 

http://www.santorivolcano.gr/
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Features 

 

 

Fig. 9: (a) Volcanological map of Palea and Nea Kameni and (b) elevation profile illustrating the topography 

along the path and highlighting the five points of interest (www.santorinivolcano.gr) (modified from Pyle 

and Elliot 2006). 

You can find more information for the National Geological Park of Nea Kameni to 

www.santorivolcano.gr 

 

http://www.santorinivolcano.gr/
http://www.santorivolcano.gr/
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Stop 1- Mikri Kameni crater 

The path (Fig. 9) leads to the Mikri Kameni lava dome and the namesake crater. In the 1570 or 
1573 eruptive year, hot rising magma was extruded to the surface and formed the small lava 
dome and the lava which was spread downwards to the present-day port of Erinia. This small 
island was named Mikri Kameni (small burnt island). The volcanic surface is considered the oldest 
lava of Nea Kameni where herbaceous plants grow (Fig. 10). The crater of Mikri Kameni was 
shaped when the dome’s roof collapsed at the final stage of the eruption. Part of the dome is still 
visible today. The volcanic center of 1570/ 1573 activity was engulfed by the lava flows of the 
1925-1928 eruption (Daphne lava). 

 

Fig. 10: Northern view of the 1570 Mikri Kameni lavas on Nea Kameni Island. 

 

Stop 2- Daphne crater 

On the rim of the great Daphne crater, which was named after the first Hellenic Navy ship 
“Daphne” that reached the island after the eruption of 1925, other smaller volcanic craters can 
be observed built during the 1925–1928 eruptive period (Fig. 11). The initial volcanic activity was 
marked by explosions and gave birth to lava flows which extend across the north and east slopes 
of the island. The activity dominated at Daphne with clouds reaching 3 km high. A pause in activity 
between May 1926 and January 1928 was followed by a series of phreatic explosions which 
terminated the eruption. The oldest lava of Nea Kameni continues towards the southeast to the 
Niki, Smith and Reck lava domes and craters which were formed during the 1939–1941 activity 
and produced E and W to SW lava flows respectively. 
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Fig. 11: Close-up view of the Daphne crater. 

 

Stop 3- Georgios crater 

The most impressive craters of the island are the ones of Georgios at the central part of Nea 
Kameni (Fig. 12). They lie near the summit of the volcano and on the top of the Georgios lava 
dome. The largest is the result of a hydrothermal eruption that took place in 1866, named after 
the Greek king Georgios I. The adjacent smaller one was formed in August 1940. Inside the large 
crater, active fumaroles can be observed that release hot gases, such as carbon dioxide, methane, 
hydrogen sulphide and steam with temperatures reaching 93°C to 97°C. These gases form 
impressive sulphur and gypsum crystalline deposits around the vents. 
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Fig. 12: Western view of Georgios crater and its twin crater. 

 

Stop 4- Liatsikas lava 

Liatsikas lava, named after a well-known geologist, who used to work on Santorini Island, is the 
youngest land of Greece. These dark dacitic rocks were created in January 1950 after the last 
series of phreatic eruptions lasted for less than a month. Extrusion of a small lava dome known 
as Liatsikas dome occurred in that period (Fig. 13). 
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Fig. 13: Eastern view of the 1950 Liatsikas lavas. 

 

Stop 5- Summit of Nea Kameni 

At the summit of Nea Kameni (127m) is the peak of the Georgios lava dome, which was formed 

by the 1866-1870 eruption episodes. From this viewpoint, in the center of the island, there is a 

magnificent 360° panorama of the volcano of Nea Kameni and the whole caldera of Santorini (Fig. 

14). One can admire the Palea Kameni (old burnt island) and Aspronisi (white island) to the 

southwest as well as Thirassia island to the northwest. In the valley to the south the volcanic field 

of 1866-1870 eruptions is spread out whereas the lava flows of 1939-1941 eruption events lie to 

the west. 
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Fig. 14: Western view of the eastern part of Nea Kameni. 

 

4.  Thirasia Island (Skaros shield-Therasia dome complex-Cape Riva 

eruption) 

Thirasia forms the western part of Santorini complex and has been mainly influenced by volcanic 

activity between ~ 70-22 ka. The stratigraphic sequence (Fig. 15) has been studied in detail by 

Fabbro et al. (2013). 
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Fig. 15: Panoramic photos and sketches of the cliffs of Thirasia (Fabbro et al. 2013). 

 

Skaros shield 

The Skaros shield (67-54 ka) filled the caldera that formed after the Middle Tuff eruptions and is 

observed on Thirasia Island and more significantly at Cape Tourlos. It is formed at the base of 

silicic domes and coulees covered by up to 30 mafic lava flows. The same lavas are also found on 

the northern caldera wall on Thira. 
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Thirasia dome complex 

It comprises a succession of domes (dacitic) and flows (hybrid andesite) that erupted between 

48-25 ka and dominates the cliffs of Thirasia Island and the top of the Fira cliffs.  

 

Cape Riva eruption 

It occurred at 22 ka and began with a pumice fall deposit that is preserved mostly in the northern 

caldera wall. As a continuation, a welded ignimbrite was emplaced over the island followed by a 

second one. After the eruption, a “Pre-Kameni” andesitic island started to grow in the Cape Riva 

caldera harbour. It is evidenced by its fragments (blocks) exploded during the Minoan eruption 

and mixed in the tuff. High-precision, unspiked K-Ar dating of a single sample, performed at 

GEOPS (Orsay, France), yielded a weighted mean age of 20.2 ± 1.0 ka (Karátson et al. 2018). This 

can be considered as a minimum age for Pre-Kameni which may have begun construction soon 

after the Cape Riva eruption and have been active for many thousands of years (Fig. 16). 

 

 

Fig. 16: Geomorphic evolution of Santorini between 70 and 22 ka (Fabbro et al. 2013). 

 

5. Northern caldera dyke swarm 

Dyke or (dike) is a fluid driven (magma driven) extension fracture (mode I) that feeds volcanic 

eruptions. If a dyke cannot reach the surface, it becomes arrested. Dyke arrest is common in 

stratovolcanoes as the layers which make up a volcano are of dissimilar mechanical properties 

(particularly as regards stiffness) which promote abrupt changes in the local stress field 

(Gudmundsson 2011, 2020). A dyke-fracture is almost entirely forced to propagate by the 

overpressure of the magma. 
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Fig. 17: (A) Geological map of the northern caldera wall, modified from Druitt et al. (1999), showing the 

location of the dyke swarm from Drymoni et al. (2020). The key on the left shows the lithologies identified 

on the northern caldera wall (Druitt et al. 1999). (B) Panoramic view of the northern caldera wall, the av3 

horizon, annotations mark the horizons of andesitic lavas, tuffs and scoria, (C) a dyke that cuts through a 

heterogeneous segment which exhibits anastomosing textures at the base, annotations mark the horizons 

of andesitic lavas, tuff and scoria. (D) Panoramic view close to the NE corner of the caldera wall, the dykes 

were arrested or deflected within different layers (and hence at different depths) in the heterogeneous 

host rock, which is composed of tuffs, scoria and lavas. 

Recent studies (Browning et al. 2015; Drymoni et al. 2020, 2021) have shown that the Santorini 

dyke swarm is emplaced in a highly heterogeneous host rock made up of many layers of 

contrasting mechanical properties (Fig. 17); for example, stiff lava flows and comparatively 

compliant layers such as volcanic tuffs and breccia. A total of 91 dykes has been recently mapped 

and structurally studied showing that the majority of the dykes have been arrested due to 

changes of the stress field during their emplacement and only a few of them probably fed a 

volcanic eruption (Fig. 18). 
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Fig. 18: Characteristics of the dykes exposed in the Santorini northern caldera wall from Drymoni et al. 

(2020). (A) Rose diagram of dyke strike, (B) frequency of dykes along the profile, (C) dyke thickness as a 

function of dyke dip, (D) thickness of dykes along the measured profile. 

 

6. Fira Harbour 

Fira is the town center of the island. In Fira, one of the most characteristic unconformities related 

to caldera collapse are exposed (Figs. 5, 19, 20) along with the extension of the Kameni volcano-

tectonic line (normal fault) that was delineated by an earthquake swarm during the 2011-2012 

unrest episode. 

 
Fig. 19: View towards the east of the Fira Old port and the ENE-WSW normal fault that dissects the town 

of Fira. (Druitt et al. 1999; Pavlides and Chatzipetros 2008; Simmons et al. 2017).  
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Key Observations 

Unconformity (truncates LP2 

and underlying units)  

 

Caldera collapse during the LP2 

eruption 

 

Volcano-tectonic line (Kameni 

line) divides the harbour into 

distinct morphologies (seismic 

epicenters during the 2011-12 

unrest lay along that line) 

 

Landslide hazards 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20: Geological map of Fira cliff (Druitt et al. 1999). 

 

7. Akrotiri excavations 

In 1856 construction of the Suez Canal between the Mediterranean and the Red Sea began. 

During its construction, pumice was quarried in Santorini for the cement mixture used in the 

concrete lining the canal. The quarrying of pumice was extensive, and it revealed prehistoric 

structures, first on the island of Therasia (the westernmost of the islands of Santorini) and later 

on Thera. The Therasia ruins were first studied by F. Lenormant in 1865 and later by French 

geologist Ferdinand Fouqué in 1867. In 1869, Fouqué also made a significant discovery near 

Akrotiri and concluded that the site had been buried by an eruption between 2000 and 1300 BC, 

which was a pretty good estimate. Fouqué had to stop his excavations because of the Franco-

Prussian war in 1870, but in 1879 he published his classic work 'Santorin et ses Eruptions'. 
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Fig. 21: The remains of the Minoan civilisation in Akrotiri archaeological site.  

Near the village of Akrotiri, a peasant showed Fouqué an ancient wall fragment that rose out of 

a ravine in the pumice deposits. After digging, he recovered a wealth of pottery and many other 

artefacts. Fouqué had discovered a town but did not have time or resources to continue his work 

there. The Greek archaeologist Spyridon Marinatos began the excavations at Akrotiri in 1967, 

opening a new chapter in the history of Aegean archaeology (Fig. 21). His theory was that the 

decline of the Minoan civilization was due to the eruption of the Thera volcano, and he set out 

to prove it at Akrotiri, which has been questioned recently after the new and extensive 

excavation of the C. Douma's team and another dating of the eruption (Doumas 1983) (Fig. 22). 
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Fig. 22: An excavation map of Akrotiri prehistoric 

village from Doumas (1983), which shows that 

only a part of the village has been revealed so far. 

 

These still ongoing excavations at Akrotiri 

have brought into light an immense volume 

of findings, the study of which has provided 

important information, very often leading to 

the revision of many old views about the 

early history of the Aegean. It is now an 

indisputable fact that the site of Akrotiri was 

inhabited since the middle of the 5th 

millennium BC. At the dawn of the 3rd 

millennium BC, the small coastal settlement 

was already in the orbit of the Early Cycladic 

culture, taking an active part in its formation. 

With the plethora of Early Cycladic culture, 

Akrotiri developed an important commercial 

port. In the late 3rd or the early 2nd 

millennium BC, a significant town planning 

program promoted Middle Bronze Age 

Akrotiri into an effective urban centre of 

cosmopolitan character and its culture's 

sophistication. 

In addition, Akrotiri preserved many wall paintings that are unparalleled for their beauty and 

cultural heritage. In particular, the so-called Flotilla Fresco has been recently considered a 

realistic landscape of the post-Cape Riva, Pre-Minoan ("Strongyli") caldera, possibly as viewed 

towards the northwest (Strasser and Chapin 2014; Karátson et al. 2020). 

  

8. Red Beach cinder cone  
 
Red Beach is one of the most famous beaches within the Aegean and Mediterranean seas due to 
its particular colour, its beautiful geomorphic environment, and its proximity to the remarkable 
archaeological site of Akrotiri (Fig. 23). The length of the beach is approximately 300 m, while its 
width varies from 4 to 10 m, and it is strongly affected by sea erosion. Rockfalls are generally 
frequent. According to Druitt and Francaviglia (1992) and Friedrich (2000), the area of Akrotiri 
was the first instance of volcanism on Santorini Island. It was formed exclusively by the Pre-
Minoan eruption era's dacitic and andesitic volcanic products. Possibly Late-Pliocene to c. 550 ka 
silicic volcanism constructed a complex of domes, hyaloclastite aprons, and pumice cones on the 
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western submarine flank of the pre-volcanic island. Later stages in the development of the 
complex were probably subaerial, suggesting shoaling during construction. Subsequent uplift of 
the complex occurred as two fault blocks. Uplift was probably complete by the time the subaerial 
cinder cones of Mavrorachidi (522+104 ka) erupted. Strombolian eruptions on the Akrotiri 
Peninsula between ~530 and ~350 ka formed cinder and spatter cones at Capes Balos, 
Kokkinopetra, and Mavrorachidi. All three cones overlie tuffs and lavas of the early rhyodacitic 
centres but underlie the Thera pyroclastics (Druitt et al. 1999). 
 

 
Fig. 23: Location and view of the Red Beach cliffs, where rock falls are present with episodic characteristics. 
The zonations (K1–K8) used to delineate rockfall potentials are illustrated (Marinos et al. 2017). 

 
 

9 & 10 Metaxa Mine –Vlychada (Minoan phases) 
  
The Late Bronze Age Eruption  
 

The Late Bronze Age, known as ‘Minoan’, eruption of Santorini may have influenced the decline 

of the great Minoan civilization on Crete, making it an iconic event in both volcanology and 

archaeology (e.g. Manning et al. 2006; Druitt 2014). Whereas archaeological synchronisms 

between Egypt, the Aegean and the Levant suggested an eruption date in the mid-15th century 

BC, radiocarbon dating (on archaeological samples, buried wood, tree rings or speleothems) 

supported a 100–150 year older date, i.e. around 1630–1600 BC. A detailed analysis of the annual 

ring chronology of trees that lived at the eruption revealed issues in the precision of radiocarbon 

calendar years and yielded a younger eruption age between 1600 and 1525 BCE (Pearson et al. 

2018; Kutschera 2020). Within the given year, insect death assemblages constrain the eruption 

month to June or early July (Panagiotakopulu et al. 2013). The eruption impacted the late Bronze-

Age Mediterranean world through a combination of ash fallout (Pyle 1990; Johnston et al. 2014), 

climate modification (Pyle 1997), and tsunamis (Bruins et al. 2008).  

The ‘Minoan’ eruption was the last Plinian eruption of Santorini (Sparks and Wilson 1990; Druitt 

et al. 1999; Druitt 2014; Cadoux et al. 2015). It significantly affected the Late Bronze Age Santorini 

(“Strongyli”) island that was characterised by the Cape Riva caldera (probably a smaller harbour 

restricted to the north) and, within that, a pre-Kameni island (Fig. 24).  
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Fig. 24: Reconstructed landscape evolution of “Strongyli” prior to, during, and subsequent to the Minoan 
eruption as represented in successive DEM images with UTM coordinates shown on both axes (Karátson 
et al. 2020). Units A, B, C and D correspond to pyroclastic units deposited from Phase 1,2,3,4, respectively. 
 

The Minoan eruption discharged between 30 and 80 km3 (dense-rock equivalent; Johnston et al., 

2014) of rhyodacitic magma, mostly as pyroclastic density currents which entered the sea, and 

are preserved as ignimbrite in the surrounding submarine basins (Sigurdsson et al. 2006). 

According to numerous volcanological studies, there is a consensus that the eruption occurred in 

four major phases with an initial precursory phase (P0) (Heiken & McCoy 1990; Druitt 2014) (Fig. 

25).  

More information: 

(https://nom.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=2a6c54875bf743dd8143786a55dc

b2b1&fbclid=IwAR3icBFUBjoKLde--YcQ54tvYpjNR57cL6X73UUBnQ_Aj4f4LNwU7eWBKEQ) 

https://nom.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=2a6c54875bf743dd8143786a55dcb2b1&fbclid=IwAR3icBFUBjoKLde--YcQ54tvYpjNR57cL6X73UUBnQ_Aj4f4LNwU7eWBKEQ
https://nom.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=2a6c54875bf743dd8143786a55dcb2b1&fbclid=IwAR3icBFUBjoKLde--YcQ54tvYpjNR57cL6X73UUBnQ_Aj4f4LNwU7eWBKEQ
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Minoan Phases 

Phase 0 

The eruption began with precursory explosions that left two lapilli 

fallout layers and a phreatomagmatic ash totaling 10 cm in 

thickness (Heiken and McCoy 1990; Cioni et al. 2000; Evans & 

McCoy 2020). Druitt (2014) calls these explosions eruptive phase 

0. Cioni et al. (2000) estimated that the two lapilli layers were laid 

down from a subplinian plume 7–10 km high. The plume was 

blown to the SSE, so that P0 is restricted to that sector. 

Phase 1  
 
The first main Plinian eruption (Phase 1; Fig. 26, Johnston et al. 

2014) generated a sustained plume estimated at a height of 36 ± 

5 km and produced a reverse-graded pumice fall deposit that 

ranges from 6 m to less than 10 cm in thickness on the islands of 

Santorini, Therasia and Aspronisi (Bond & Sparks 1976; 

Sigurdsson et al. 1990; Sparks & Wilson 1990; Druitt et al. 1999). 

 

Fig. 25: Four phases of the Minoan eruption (Druitt 2014). 

 

 

Fig. 26: Schematic illustration of Phase 1, Plinian fallout (Johnston et al. 2014). 

The deposit has, from the base upwards, a reversely graded, crudely bedded unit (P1a) overlain 

by a course, unbedded unit that is normally graded in its upper part and contains up to a few 

percent of andesitic scoria (P1b) (Druitt 2014) (Fig. 27). 
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Fig. 27: Phase 1 and 2 deposits in Pyrgos quarry bordered by a dotted line (Photo: P. Nomikou). 

Phase 2  
 
During Phase 2 (Fig. 28, Johnston et al. 2014), access of seawater to the vent initiated violent 

phreatomagmatic explosions and triggered the generation of base surges that spread radially 

away from the vent and formed stratified deposits up to c. 12 m thick (Sparks & Wilson 1990; 

Druitt et al. 1999). 

 

Fig. 28: Schematic illustration of Phase 2, Base surges (Johnston et al. 2014). 
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The phase 2 products are dominated by dilute pyroclastic density current (surge) deposits with 

multiple bedsets, dune-like bedforms with wavelengths of several meters or more, bomb sag 

horizons, and TRM temperatures of 100–250 °C (Bond and Sparks 1976; Heiken & McCoy 1984; 

McClelland & Thomas 1990). The lowest bedset, P2a, is fine-grained and contains accretionary 

lapilli. The overlying sequence of multiple bedsets (P2b) is much coarser grained than P2a and 

contains lenticular layers of surge-reworked Plinian fallout pumice, showing that the P2b surges 

were synplinian (Fig. 29). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 29: The dotted line marks the boundary between Phase 2 and 3 deposits in Mavromatis (Metaxas) 

quarry (Photo: P. Nomikou). 

Phase 3  
 
During Phase 3, increasing water–magma ratios produced denser, partly wet, low-temperature 
pumiceous pyroclastic density currents transitional to mud flows. These deposits formed a fan of 
numerous amalgamated single flow deposits as opposed to one giant, massive flow (Fig. 29) 
(Sparks & Wilson 1990; Druitt et al. 1999; Pfeiffer 2001; Johnston et al. 2014).  
 
In the third phase, significant eruption column collapse produced the most prominent unit of the 

eruption on land. This is a coarse-grained, massive, phreatomagmatic ignimbrite up to 55 m thick 

(Druitt et al. 1999), still reflecting magma-water interaction and deposited at low temperatures 

(McClelland & Thomas 1990; Druitt 2014). The third eruptive phase may have created a tuff cone 

(Nomikou et al. 2016), possibly a large pyroclastic construct filling the caldera bay (Fig. 30, 

Johnston et al. 2014). This phase is thought to coincide with the explosive disruption of the pre-

Kameni island (along with other parts of Santorini), given the occurrence of abundant, evenly 

distributed lithic clasts up to 10 m in size in the deposit (Karatson et al. 2018). 
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Fig. 30: Schematic illustration of Phase 3, Pyroclastic mud flows/flows build up an intracaldera tuff cone 

(Johnston et al. 2014). 

The P3 ignimbrite is massive to crudely bedded, with multiple flow units. Lithic blocks up to a 

metre or more in diameter are common. P3 has been interpreted as the deposit from low-

temperature, three-phase (solid, gas, water) cohesive pyroclastic density currents, with 

subordinate ballistic, surge, mudflow, and slump facies (Heiken & McCoy 1984; Sparks & Wilson 

1990) (Fig. 31). 
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Fig. 31: The products of Phases 1 to 3 in Fira Quarry (Photo: P. Nomikou). 

 
Phase 4   
 
Phase 4 (Fig. 32, Johnston et al. 2014) saw the venting of high-temperature (300–500 °C) 

pyroclastic density currents, which produced fine-grained, non-welded ignimbrites around the 

caldera rim and the coastal plains (Bond & Sparks 1976; Heiken & McCoy 1984; Sparks & Wilson 

1990; Druitt et al. 1999). 

 

 

 

Fig. 32: Schematic illustration of Phase 2, 

Base surges (Johnston et al. 2014). 

 

The dominant facies are a tan-to pink-coloured compound ignimbrite (“tan ignimbrite”) (Druitt, 

2014). The ignimbrite is mostly fine grained (ash and lapilli grade), with a high abundance of 

comminuted lithic debris in the ash fraction (Bond & Sparks 1976). This phase may have been 
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coeval with major caldera collapse (Sparks & Wilson 1990; Druitt 2014). Minoan ignimbrite, 

possibly up to 80 m thick, lies offshore of Santorini (Sigurdsson et al. 2006) and may be the most 

voluminous Minoan unit (Fig. 33). 

 

Fig. 33: Typical P4 tan ignimbrite of the S fan at Vlychada on top of P3 deposits; the cliff is 40 m high 

(Photo: P. Nomikou). 

 

Tomato industrial museum (SAF) 

The old tomato factory D. Nomikos in Vlychada was transformed in 2014 into a modern Industrial 

Museum to offer its visitors a flashback to the past, following the procedure of cultivation, 

processing, and production of small-fruited tomatoes. The small-fruited Santorini tomato, a 

Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) product since 2006, is one of the most famous and 

traditional products of Santorini. 
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11. Pyrgos village and the Profitis Ilias Monastery 

This is the monastery that is located at the highest point and southeast part of the Santorini Island 

near the village of Pyrgos and the summit of the mountain of Profitis Ilias (567 m a.s. l). The latter 

along with the Mesa Vouno and Gavrilos are parts of the Prevolcanic basement lithologies. In the 

traditional village of Pyrgos, on top of a hill, lies the remains of a well-preserved 15th century 

Venetian castle. The panoramic view of the island from this point is magnificent and the 

labyrinth-like alleys of the settlement travel the visitor back in time. It is one of the five castles 

built in the Medieval times (Fig. 34). 

  

Fig. 34: The best-preserved medieval settlement on the island in Pyrgos village (Left), The traditional village 

of Pyrgos (Right). 

 

12. Prehistoric Museum of Fira 

The Prehistoric Museum of Fira hosts many ancient artefacts from various excavations on 

Santorini from the Late Neolithic period till the Late Cycladic I period. The monumental art of wall 

painting is represented in great detail as well as jewelry, ceramics, sculptures, and ritual objects 

(Fig. 35). 

 
Fig.35: Remarkable well-preserved frescoes of Akrotirι. 
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13. Megalo Vouno, Mikros Pr. Ilias, Kolumbo fault zone, dykes 

Mapping of the northern caldera wall at Santorini volcano recorded 15 faults which were 

classified based on the amount of offset they accommodated (order of centimetres to metres or 

offsets of tens of metres up to one hundred metres), as well as the type of displacement (normal, 

reverse, strike-slip) and the active stress field in which they formed (e.g. extensional, 

transtensional). The section was constructed by many different periods of effusive and explosive 

eruptive volcanic activity, which were generally fed by five radial dyke subswarms (Drymoni et 

al. 2021, 2022) (Figs. 36-38).  

 

Fig. 36: (A1) Geological map of the area modified from Druitt et al (1999) showing the location of the dyke 

swarm from Drymoni et al. (2020). (A2) Illustration showing the location and motion of F1,F2,F3,F4 faults 

modified from Druitt et al. (1999), and the F2-F15 fault structures. (B) Panorama of the northeast corner 

of the caldera wall showing the lithologies of the heterogeneous and anisotropic host rock from Druitt et 

al. (1999) as follows: Peristeria stratovolcano: (av1-3) basaltic to dacitic lavas, tuffs, scoria and breccia. 

First explosive cycle: (ra-ap2-rp3) rhyodacitic lavas and a pyroclastic density current atop a rhyodacitic 

pumice. Second explosive cycle: (ap4-as2) thick scoria-fall deposits under andesitic and basaltic lavas and 

finally the mapped fault structures and the emplaced dykes according to this study. (C) A closer look at the 

fault structures (F10, F11, F12) at the northern caldera wall formed in the av3 lavas of the old Peristeria 

edifice (Drymoni et al. 2022, in press). 
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Fig. 37: A panorama of the northern caldera wall showing the trace of the angular unconformity, the 

current morphology, the observed stratigraphy. The localities of the silicic dykes and deposits are shown 

in the indexes (Drymoni et al. 2022, in press). 

 
Fig. 38: Schematic illustration showing the volcanotectonic setting of the NE part of the northern caldera 

wall during the present day (Drymoni et al. 2022, in press). 
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Oia (Pronounced Ia) 

The village of Oia is located at the northern part of the island and it is the second largest one after 

the capital city (Fira). It is built on the caldera cliff, and it is of unique architecture and cycladic 

picturesque location very well-known for its unique sunset overviews (Fig. 39). 

  

Fig. 39: Photos of Oia village from the sea level (left) and the top of Megalo vouno mountain (right). 

 

Mikros Profitis Ilias (church) 

This is the second highest locality on Santorini which hosts the Mikros (small) Profitis Ilias church. 

The latter is located on the coastal hiking trail between Oia and Fira towns (Fig. 40). 

 

Fig. 40: View towards the SE along the hiking trail between Oia and Fira towns. Mikros Profitis Ilias is 

located at the top of the Profitis Ilias mountain. 
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COVER: Combined topographic map of Santorini Volcano based on onshore and offshore data (Nomikou et al. 2016). 

INDEX MAP: Geological map of Santorini modified after (Druitt et al. 1999) showing the locations of the field-trip 

(stops). 
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